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"The Finest in Angling Literature" 

Been a busy 2022 for non-fishing activities (for me anyway), but the great news is THE BIG AUCTION is 
ON!  Saturday, May 14, Hilton Garden Inn (same place as the 2019 auction.....(yah, I know, been that 
long).  Doors will open at 5pm.  More details to come.  Rich Morrison is our beloved auction chair, so if 
you see him, please say THANKS!

In other news, dues are due, see www.blackhillsflyfishers.com for more.  And, a hardy thanks to Mark 
Vickers - coming out of 'retirement' to perform his long-time volunteer duties, one of which is putting 
together this newsletter.  THANKS MARK!  You are a modern day Pulitzer prize winner!

See you all soon!  And, be sure to keep an eye on Facebook for our more consistent postings of fishy 
happenings.

March Meeting

With only a few meetings over the past couple of years, the BHFF finally met again as members began to 
adjust to a post-COVID world.  The food at Murphy's was solid, the speaker (Hans Stephenson, who 
shared his insights and a lot of "fish porn" photos) was outstanding, and the turnout was great - standing 
room only.  

Kudos to Hans, and kudos galore to the BHFF board for working to get this grand old organization back 
on track.  It's been a tough couple of years - on a personal level many of us have lost friends, and it's 
been a tough couple of years for the BHFF as well.  Few meetings, no auction, ZOOM board meetings, 
etc.  We went from a pretty dynamic organization with a remarkable track record of supporting habitat, to 
an organization that didn't seem to be going much of anywhere.  This was not unique to the BHFF, but 
rather was typical for all non-profits, the majority of which were just trying to keep their heads above 
water.  

In any case, a special thanks to all that attended.  It was very enjoyable, and I'm glad I went.  If you 
haven't paid your dues yet, please do so.  I don't know the numbers, but I suspect our membership has 
slipped in the past few years, and the BHFF needs your support.    

  Notes From the Oval Eddy, by El Supremo 



The Fly Fishing Film Tour is back in Rapid City this spring! The show will be at the Elks Theatre in 
downtown Rapid City on Wednesday, March 23rd – doors open at 6:30, show starts at 7:00pm. Tickets 
are $18 at Dakota Angler, or $20 at the door the night of the show. We have tickets available at our shop 
at 1010 Jackson Boulevard now – swing by and grab your tickets any time between now and the night of 
the show. We look forward to seeing everyone at this year’s F3T!

“Dan’s Pain” – A Dorsal Outdoors Production
“Common Ground” – A Topo Films Production
“Three Sheets” – A KGB Production film
“Black Salmon” – A Howard Films Production
“Phoenix” – A Motion Digital Production
“The Legend of Casa Mar” – A Backwater Fly Fishing Production
“Cicada / Seventeen” – A Western Pictures Production
“Cocos” – Aussie Fly Fisher
TBD – A Fly Lords Productions

Yes, friends, it's finally back.  The social event of the year.  The one and only BHFF Big Auction!  
After a two year hiatus due to COVID concerns, it's so good to be back on track with this 40 year tradition.  
Much more communication will be coming down the pike, but I thought I'd mention this now so that you 
can get it on your calendar.  

Those of you that have attended previous BIG Auctions know how fun this is.  Great food, great setting, 
cocktails galore and an unbelievable array of flyfishing goods and services, all for sale to the highest 
bidder.  

It's our big fundraiser, and over the years has supported some fantastic habitat work.  Don't miss it!

What:  The Big Auction
When:  5/14/22 - doors open at 5pm.  
Where:   Hilton Garden Inn in Rapid City

 Product Review - Semperfli Thread

I don't mind old fishing gear at all.  I have an old wooden drift boat, and most of my trout rods are at least 
25 years old.  But the rods are really good ones - a Winston from the early 80's, as well as a Scott, a 
Powell, and a Sage of similar vintage are the ones that see the most work.  And although I use them for 
different things, all of them are old classics that feel good in my hand.  I wouldn't say that I avoid 
technology, but sometimes the old stuff works just fine for my purposes.  That said, I did buy a couple of 
modern saltwater rods (and tried out several more before buying) and the modern rods are pretty 
amazing.  

When it comes to fly-tying, however, I've tied for nearly forty years, and I'm old-school all the way.  I like 
natural dubbings for dry flies, such as beaver and muskrat.  And (slowly steering my way to the point of 
this article) I have a tray with easily 50 spools of thread in it, some of which probably date back to the 
early 80's.    

And so it was that during a recent tying binge I started playing with snowshoe rabbit foot hair again.  I 
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used this material decades ago, but at the time I didn't really know what to do with it other than as a post 
for parachute patterns.  In the past weeks I've been experimenting with it again on some of my old 
standby mayfly patterns, including the sparkle dun, RS2, and smokejumper.  The problem I was running 
into was that sometimes I was getting a little too much bulk where I tied down the bunny hair.  Not so bad 
that the fish would mind, but if I shared them with my fishing friends they were sure to ask if the fly had 
been lifting weights or something.  Mockery, you see, is an old and revered tradition among my best 
fishing pals.  

And so it was that on a recent trip to Dakota Angler to pick up some hooks, I mentioned this small issue, 
and it was recommended that I use thinner thread, such as 18-0.  Now virtually all of my thread from the 
old days is 6-0 for normal flies and 8-0 for smaller flies.  And even the old spools of 6-0 are just not that 
strong.  So how could I use 18-0 - which I didn't even know was a thing - and which would surely break if I 
looked at it wrong?  

Throwing financial caution to the winds, I bought a $6 spool of Semperfli thread.  And Oh-My-Gosh is this 
stuff strong for its diameter.  Strong?  You could anchor your boat with it.  You could tow your car with it.  
And at 18-0, my little problem with overly-chesty mayflies disappeared completely.  I mean to tell you, 
when you're tying down hair on small flies there is no build-up of thread, and you can absolutely reef on it 
without fear of breaking.    

So.  Old dogs and new tricks.  Technology came through on this one.  It is an absolutely perfect thread?  
If I wanted to nit-pick I'd say that it's pretty slippery, but that's just such a non-issue when compared to the 
ridiculous strength that it has for its diameter.  I also like that it's fairly limp, which is probably due to the 
fact that it's 18-0.  

In any case, I recommend giving this Semperfli thread a try.  Honestly, I'm amazed by it.  

3/1/22 Angling Report - Provided by Dakota Angler & Outfitter

Fishing on Rapid Creek and Spearfish Creek has been good since we’ve warmed up from the arctic blast 
last week, and we’ve been seeing better dry fly fishing in town with the longer days.

Rapid Creek below Pactola is fishing okay but is pretty low and the fish are piled into the deeper holes 
and runs. Nymph fishing will be the most productive method, mostly with small midges and BWO patterns. 
Flying Zebras, Two Bit Hookers, T Baetis, Flashback Pheasant Tails, and Zebra Midges in Olive, Purple, 
and Black are good bets in size 18-22. Fish them under a scud pattern in pink or orange. Most of the fish 
are going to be piled up in the deeper holes, so if you know you’re fishing over fish, don’t hesitate to 
continue to change your depth, weight, or flies until you start getting some action. 6X is a must for your 
dropper fly, and 7X will get you more strikes but the fish will be harder to land.

Rapid Creek in town has been fishing fantastic, and there is a good midge hatch most days from around 
11-2. Good patterns for the rising fish include Morgan’s Midges, Griffith’s Gnats, Sipper Midges, and Eric’s 
Midges. The bugs are small, so a size 18-22 will be your best bet. We should start seeing BWOs soon in 
town as well. Nymph fishing has been excellent if the fish aren’t rising. With the lower flows we’ve been 
mostly fishing with dry-dropper rigs – good dries include User Friendlies, Klinkhamers, Purple Hazes, and 
Midge Clusters in size 12-16. Nymphs that have been working include Perdigons in rust, olive, and purple, 
Jig Nightmares, TNTs, Quilldigons, and various zebra midge style patterns in 16-20. The fishing in town 
has been great and should continue to be solid throughout the coming weeks.

Spearfish Creek is fishing well in Spearfish Canyon. You might find a fish or two rising to Blue Winged 
Olives – if you see rising fish, try a CDC Thorax Dun, Student, or F Fly in size 16-18. If the fish are rising 
they will often move into the back of runs where it’s quite a bit shallower, so longer leaders and light tippet 
can help fool a few more fish. Nymphing has been great, and should get even better with the longer days. 
Pretty similar flies to Rapid Creek have been working well – Perdigons, Quilldigons, Optic Nerves, Jig 



TNTs, Assassins, and midge patterns will all work well. The rainbows will be starting to spawn soon, so be 
mindful of spawning fish and try and not wade around redds.

Sand Creek and Crow Creek are good as well right now, with Sand Creek having better dry fly fishing 
most days. The BWO hatch has been excellent, and the same flies as Spearfish Creek will work well. The 
fish on Sand Creek can move into incredibly shallow water during the hatch, so long light leaders and a 
stealthy presentation will pay off. Nymph fishing with the same flies as Spearfish Creek will be good on 
both Sand and Crow Creek.  Fishing has been solid – swing by the shop or give us a call for the latest.

Simple Perdigon, provided by Ryan Gabert of Dakota Angler
Hook - Kumoto KJ310, size 14-20
Bead - Slotted Tungsten
Tail - Coq de Leon 
Body/Thread - Semperfli Micro Glint Tinsel
UV Resin - Clear for the body, Black for the spot behind the bead

We've had great luck with Perdigons over the past several years - 
they're skinny, sink fast, and the fish in the Black Hills really like 
them! Normally, Perdigons are tied with tinsel or flash wrapped over 
the top of a thread body and are a relatively simple fly to tie. 

In this pattern, we use the Semperfli Micro Glint Tinsel in place of thread, which 
eliminates the step of tying in flash and wrapping it for a body. These are box-filler 
flies - you can tie one of these in just a couple of minutes, and they work great. All 
you have to do is start the tinsel just as you would your thread, tie in the tail, wrap 
the tinsel down and back up the hook shank to create a taper, and whip finish. Coat 
the body with clear UV resin, then use the black UV resin to create a wing case on 
top of the fly. Incredibly easy to tie and super durable. 

Fly Tying & the Bubonic Plague, an excerpt shamelessly poached from the 
Bighorn Trout Shop Blog.  

Despite the greed of some, this is truly the golden age of fly tying. An incredible array of tying material is 
available, plus tools and gadgets we only dreamed of years ago. Some of them actually help you tie better 
flies and catch more fish. Fly tying is no longer mired in tradition and some might say, good taste. 

Consider the evolution in fly pattern names. Virtually forgotten are boring names like Hendrickson, Adams, 
or Gray Ghost. We now have Cheech’s Flugenzombie and the Sex Dungeon. One of my current favorites 
is the Sturgeon General. I can’t really tell you if it works, but I remember my friend Neil Strickland tied one 
and it looked really cool. I will also mention that there is a SKA band from Salt Lake City named Sturgeon 
General and not long ago they played at Liquid Joes on the same night that the Voodoo Glow Skulls and 
the Sexwax Surfers played. They’ve also played with the Aquabats, and if that doesn’t impress you, I don’t 
know what will.

Most of the time I find fly tying relaxing unless I have to tie a commercial order of several hundred dozen, 
in which case it becomes just another job. I recommend listening to audio books while tying and here is 
some advice in that regard. Epic survival stories have proven to be solid entertainment for me because 
they make me thankful I’m indoors. If you favor hopelessness and wanton cruelty in a desert 
setting, Skeletons on the Zahara by Dean King is excellent. These poor shipwrecked, starving, enslaved 
men became so dehydrated they not only drank their own urine, they even stole their friend’s urine as 
well. Now that’s thirsty. Keep a glass of iced tea near the tying bench when you listen to this book. In the 
winter, I prefer books about expeditions to the arctic. A personal favorite is Dan Simmons’ The Terror, but 
I’m warning you that the plot is a bit weird. Obviously, Dan Simmons is weird, but he’s still a great writer. If 
you want straightforward, non-fiction with a high degree of suffering, pointless death, and senseless 



tragedy, In the Kingdom of Ice: The Grand & Terrible Voyage of the USS Jeannette proves a rip-roaring 
adventure. This grand and terrible voyage took place back in 1880 and I appreciate how rugged men were 
back then, especially the polar explorers. You weren’t considered legitimate unless you had spent a winter 
or two trapped in pack ice, lived on seal meat, and cohabited with the local Inuit. Some of the toughest 
men ate the Inuit and cohabited with seals. I find that after listening to such stories I am less apt to 
complain about tying a few hundred flies.

If you’re a beginner, you should take a fly tying class at the local fly shop. They’ll have you tying 
presentable flies in no time. Plus, you should buy your fly materials at the fly shop rather than foraging the 
roadside as I did when I was a teenager. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention warns us to 
“avoid contact with all sick and dead rodents and rabbits” as a few of them carry the plague, a disease 
caused by a bacterium that is transmitted by infected fleas. I read that in Colorado there have only been 
seven cases of the plague in humans since 1957 (one a fatality), but of those seven “two were related to 
people skinning prairie dogs.” I don’t know that the two people skinning the prairie dogs were fly tiers, but I 
have my suspicions. Consider explaining to your mother-in-law how you spent time in the hospital after 
fleshing out a road-killed prairie dog.

I encourage people to take up fly tying. As you sit down at the tying bench you leave the challenges of 
day-to-day life behind you and stress melts away. You become creative. By creative I mean, attempting to 
tie the perfect Calibaetis spinner you end up using the wrong hook and the wrong dubbing and the next 
thing you know, you’ve created a new fly pattern.

Dues
Our overworked staff at BHFF headquarters included an envelope in the last issue of "The Finest", with a low-
key note suggesting that paying dues to this august organization is a good thing, and pays dividends to you in 
too many ways to mention.  

Some of you have responded in a mature and responsible fashion, either by mailing a check or paying your 
dues on-line.  Others?  Well, let's just say there's still some work to do.  But it's not too late!  You too can be 
one of the few, the proud.  An angler for the ages.  An angler that can stand tall among his non-fishing peers, 
and shout at the heavens that unlike that other guy you did your part!  You supported stream habitat and 
conservation!  

An envelope is once again hidden deep within the bowels of this newsletter.  Please pay your dues, either 
through the mail or by visiting our web-site at blackhillsflyfishers.com.

As you've seen in the past, there are five tiers of generosity for your dues-paying pleasure:  

Regular - $30.   Easy on our meeting's free food there, big fella.  What do you think we are, Rockefellers?  
Sustaining - $75.  Go ahead!  You’ve earned it!  Have another taco!  
Sponsor - $125.  You want to take a few samwiches home with you?  No problemo!    
Donor - $500.  A couple more guys like you and Didymo will be swimming with the fishes.  
Lifetime - $1,000.  The Federation is saved!  

Published when it's convenient to do so, Flylines, "The Finest in Angling Literature" is the voice of the Black 
Hills Flyfishers. Our editorial policy is to print the news, a portion of which will inevitably be true. Contributions 
to and compliments about Flylines can be sent to Mark Vickers at wbg@rushmore.com. Complaints should be 
directed to David Hanna at davidhanna85@gmail.com. Read with extreme caution. FlyLines is non-toxic, but 
don't eat it.  

Don't forget!  Dues are due!  A return envelope is included in this newsletter, and 
the following page provides a form to renew your membership.  As a convenient 
alternative, dues can also be paid on-line by visiting blackhillsflyfishers.com.



don't eat it. Black Hills Flyfishers 
PPO Box 1621
RRapid City, SD 57709-1621

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

BLACK HILLS FLYFISHERS MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Name:    

Address:  

City, State, Zip:   

Phone / 
Email_____________________________________________________

Dues payments are $30 (general), $75 (sustaining), $125 (sponsor), $500 (donor), or $1,000 (lifetime).  Please 
complete all of the blanks above, make your check payable to Black Hills Flyfishers and mail to:

Black Hills Flyfishers
PO Box 1621

Rapid City, SD  57709

You can also make dues payments on-line at blackhillsflyfishers.com!


